PRESS RELEASE
Bellevue’s Blissful Beds
MARCH 14, 2017, MANILA – The Bellevue Hotels and Resorts endeavors to
deliver the utmost hotel experience by providing the finest service and
amenities for a worthwhile and luxurious stay.
Bellevue’s service-oriented approach to Filipino hospitality is embedded in its
properties such as The Bellevue Manila, The Bellevue Resort Bohol, B Hotel
Alabang, and B Hotel Quezon City.
“Guest satisfaction is the new business entity,” said Mr. Ryan Chan, the
Managing Director of B Hotels. The Filipino-owned hotel group is constantly
delivering world-class quality in its properties from the prime facilities down to
the smallest details in the rooms where guests spend most of their stay.
Taking quality and comfortability in mind, the hotel group sourced the
properties’ bedding staples from the Pacific Coast Feather Company, a
US-based premium bedding solutions provider, setting a new gold standard in
elevating the hotel experience in the country.
Using only the finest duck down and down feathers, the ADFC certified
beddings of the properties — soft and fluffy pillows, cozy and feathery
mattresses and smooth, puffy duvets — bring guests to a sense of grand
harmony and comfort in their slumber.
This tranquil state of repose adds an exclusive touch on a guest’s hotel
experience that is uniquely Bellevue.
With the goal of constantly providing an unforgettable and relaxing hotel
experience to their guests, The Bellevue Hotels and Resorts is committed and
continues to raise the bar and be at par to global quality in servicing Filipino
hospitality.

About The Bellevue Hotels and Resorts
At the forefront of providing high quality Filipino hospitality, The Bellevue Hotels and Resorts manages

deluxe and standard class hotels in the country that offers the finest service and amenities for a
luxurious stay.
The hotel group boasts premiere properties such as The Bellevue Manila and The Bellevue Resort
Bohol and midscale properties in Alabang and in Quezon City with its B Hotels. As per the hotel group’s
expansion projects, more properties are expected to rise in the coming years.
For more information, go to www.thebellevue.com.

